1 fill VA 1
1 fill VA 2

1 Fill 2 VAs
I could not request my medicines through the VA web site because the "0 Refills
Remaining" status would not allow it and my direct requests to the Director and the
Pharmacist did not get a response. Then, without explanation, two VA's sent me
medicine for 1 fill.
VA 1, the Tucson VA, sent me medicine on May 9, 2013. The bottles read "Last
Refill" and "Fill: 4 of 4", and the enclosed refill request forms read "No Refills
Remaining" and "Fill: 4 of 4". This means the first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent
but the "Refill: 4 of 4" makes it appear as if 4 fills were sent.
VA 2, the Prescott VA, started sending me medicine on May 1, 2013. It was sent in
three parts: on May 1, June 17, and on June 28, 2013. The bottles read "Last
Refill" and "Fill: 4 of 4" or "Fill: 5 of 5", and the enclosed refill request forms read
"No Refills Remaining" and "Refill: 4 of 4" or "Refill: 5 of 5". This means the first fill
is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but the "Refill: 4 of 4" or "Refill: 5 of 5" makes it
appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent.
What is the intent of sending 1 fill but making it appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent? Is
it a coincidence that two VA's did this? For the same period?

1 Fill VA 1
Tucson VA (SAVAHCS)
VA 1, the Tucson VA, sent me medicine on May 9, 2013. All the bottles say
"Provider: Schmeling R.". R. Schmeling is my current primary care provider.
The bottles also say "Last Refill" and "Fill: 4 of 4" and all the enclosed refill request
forms say "No Refills Remaining" and "Fill: 4 of 4". This means the first fill is the last
fill. Only 1 fill is sent but the "Refill: 4 of 4" makes it appear as if 4 fills were sent.
The VA web site shows there are 0 refills remaining on May 6 and 0 refills remaining
on July 1. It is not possible for 4 refills of 90 days each to occur in the 56 days
between May 6 and July 1.
What is the intent of sending 1 fill but making it appear as if 4 fills were sent?

Last Refill
Fill 4 of 4

Provider: Schmeling R.
[Bottles dated] 05/09/2013

1 Fill VA 2
Prescott VA (NAVAHCS)
VA 2, the Prescott VA, sent me medicine on May 1, June 17, and June 28,
2013. All the bottles say "Provider: Nanson J.". Nanson J. was my previous
primary care provider.
The bottles also say "Last Refill" and "Fill: 4 of 4" or "Fill: 5 of 5", and the
enclosed refill request forms say "No Refills Remaining" and "Refill: 4 of 4" or
"Refill: 5 of 5. This means the first fill is the last fill. Only 1 fill is sent but the
"Refill: 4 of 4" or "Refill: 5 of 5" makes it appear as if 4 or 5 fills were sent.
The VA web site shows there are 0 refills remaining on May 6 and 0 refills
remaining on July 1. It is not possible for 4 fills of 90 days each or 5 refills of
60 days each to occur in the 56 days between May 6 and July 1.
What is the intent of sending 1 fill but making it appear as if 4 or 5 fills were
sent?
(Comment: I did not print out the refill status just before May 1 because the
status can only be printed out the day it is given. I received the medicine
dated May 1 after May 1: no notification or explanation was given.: and It
took me some time to realize that I should try to protect myself from a frame
up by printing out the refill status each day.)

Without explanation, I started to receive
medicine from VA Prescott's Dr Nanson on
May 1, 2013.
I don't remember receiving any medicine
from Dr Nanson since he stopped being my
primary care provider around September of
2012.

Last Refill
Fill 5 of 5

Provider: Nanson J.
[Bottle dated] 05/01/2013

Last Refill
Fill 4 of 4

Provider: Nanson J.
[Bottles dated] 06/17/2013

Last Refill
Fill 4 of 4

Provider: Nanson J.
[Bottle dated] 06/28/2013

